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Abstract
Background:
Increasingly, as in our institution, operating rooms are located in hospitals and the pathology suite is
located at a distant location because of off-site consolidation of pathology services. Telepathology is a
technology which bridges the gap between pathologists and offers a means to obtain a consultation
remotely. We aimed to evaluate the utility of telepathology as a means to assist the pathologist at the ti
of intraoperative consultation of lung nodules when a subspecialty pathologist is not available to direc
review the slide.
Methods:
Cases of lung nodules suspicious for a neoplasm were included. Frozen sections were prepared in the
manner. The pathologists on the intraoperative consultation service at two of our system hospitals noti
the thoracic pathologist of each case after rendering a preliminary diagnosis. The consultation was
performed utilizing a Nikon™ Digital Sight camera and web-based Remote Medical Technologies™
software with live video streaming directed by the host pathologist. The thoracic pathologist rendered
diagnosis without knowledge of the preliminary interpretation then discussed the interpretation with th
frozen section pathologist. The interpretations were compared with the final diagnosis rendered after
sign-out.
Results:
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One hundred and three consecutive cases were included. The frozen section pathologist and a thoracic
pathologist had concordant diagnoses in 93 cases (90.2%), discordant diagnoses in nine cases (8.7%),
one case in which both deferred. There was an agreement between the thoracic pathologist's diagnosis
the final diagnosis in 98% of total cases including 8/9 (88.9%) of the total discordant cases. In two cas
the thoracic pathologist had not been consulted, the patient would have been undertreated.
Conclusions:
We have shown that telepathology is an excellent consultation tool in the frozen section diagnosis of lu
nodules.
Keywords: Intraoperative, telepathology, thoracic, virtual

BACKGROUND
The field of telepathology has grown significantly since Ronald Weinstein first coined the term in 198
Telepathology is a technology which bridges the gap between pathologists and offers a means to obtai
consultation, remotely. It is now used for a wide variety of purposes including quality assurance,
intraoperative consultations, remote viewing of gross specimens, and for education of medical student
and residents.[2,3,4,5] Telepathology was first used for primary frozen section diagnosis in 1989 in
Norway.[6] At our institution, the implementation of telepathology in daily practice grew out of a uniq
need. In 2010, the pathologists from two nearby hospitals were consolidated at a single off-site locatio
situated 2 miles from the two hospitals. When a pathologist covering intraoperative consultations in on
the hospitals needs a second opinion, often the nearest pathologist is 2 miles away. To circumvent this
issue, our institution began implementing inexpensive dynamic (real-time) telepathology as a consulta
tool. Our pathologists are trained to use the system and are encouraged to use the technology as neede
In this study, we focused on lung nodules clinically suspicious for neoplasm. Frozen section interpreta
of lung nodules is inherently challenging due to an artifact, benign mimickers of neoplasms, and
distinguishing invasive from in situ processes. This is particularly challenging for junior and nonthora
pathologists who may require assistance from an expert thoracic pathologist. We aimed to evaluate the
utility of telepathology as a means to assist the pathologist at the time of intraoperative consultation of
lung nodules when an expert pathologist was not immediately available to look directly at the slide.

METHODS
Approval from the Institutional Review Board was obtained. The pathologists on the intraoperative
consultation service at two of our system hospitals, Long Island Jewish Medical Center and North Sho
University Hospital, were instructed to call the thoracic pathologist (MJ Esposito or TA Bhuiya) for ea
case in which a lung nodule was clinically suspicious for a neoplasm. The thoracic pathologists were
located at the off-site pathology suite. Specimens received for intraoperative consultation included we
resections, lobectomies, pleural biopsies, and endobronchial biopsies. Frozen sections were prepared i
usual manner, cut at a thickness of 4 μm and prepared using optimal cutting temperature media, a −20
cryostat, and hematoxylin and eosin staining. Touch preparations or smears, if desired, were prepared
immediate alcohol fixation followed by hematoxylin and eosin staining.
The frozen section pathologist consulted the thoracic pathologist by telepathology utilizing a standard
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microscope with attached Nikon™ Digital Sight camera and web-based Remote Medical Technologie
software with live video streaming directed by the frozen section pathologist. Figure 1 shows the imag
it appears on the desktop of the consultant pathologist. Relevant clinical information was provided,
including patient age, sex, history, and the procedure performed. After the frozen section, pathologist
rendered a preliminary diagnosis; he or she notified the thoracic pathologist of the case. The thoracic
pathologist rendered his diagnosis without knowledge of the host's interpretation and subsequently
discussed the case findings with the host. The interpretation was relayed to the surgeon only after both
host and consultant discussed the case. Concordance of host and consultant diagnosis was noted. The
frozen section pathologist was responsible for showing the areas of interest, and the thoracic patholog
was allowed to see as many fields at any magnification as needed before making the diagnosis. The qu
of the image transmitted was noted by the consultant (excellent, good, or poor).
Final diagnoses of permanent sections were made in the usual fashion by one of three thoracic patholo
at our institution, including the two participating in the study as consultants. The interpretations made
the time of intraoperative consultation by the host and consultant pathologist were compared with the
diagnosis for concordance. Data on turnaround times was not collected as part of the study. Discrepan
were divided into minor and major based on therapeutic implications. We considered adenocarcinoma
versus adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS) a minor discrepancy since the current standard of care is complet
lobectomy for both. Deferred cases are not considered major or minor errors, but rather simply as defe

RESULTS
Two thoracic pathologists and 17 generalist/nonthoracic subspecialty pathologists participated in the s
One hundred and three consecutive cases were obtained over a period from February 2013 to March 2
The diagnoses ranged from chronic inflammation to primary and metastatic carcinomas, lymphoma,
sarcoma, and carcinoid. The frozen section pathologist and a thoracic pathologist had concordant
diagnoses in 93/103 cases (90.2%), discordant diagnoses in 9/103 cases (8.7%), and one case in which
both deferred. There was an agreement between the thoracic pathologist diagnosis and the final diagno
in 98% of total cases including 8/9 (88.9%) of the total discordant cases. There was one case deferred
the host, six minor discrepancies, and two major discrepancies. In two cases, if the thoracic pathologis
not been consulted, the patient would have been undertreated. One of these cases was interpreted as a
mucinous neoplasm by the host and was deferred. Interestingly, the host was one of the consultants in
study. In the other case, the host was unsure if the process was inflammatory or malignant.
Frozen section diagnoses were compared with permanent section diagnoses. Of the discordant cases
between host and consultant pathologists, the frozen section pathologist was correct in one case and in
remaining eight cases the thoracic pathologists was correct. Discordant cases are shown in Table 1. Th
most common cause of discordance at the time of frozen section was adenocarcinoma versus AIS [
Figure 2]. In three cases, the image was noted to be of lesser quality (darker), however, this did not
negatively impact the consultant's diagnosis. In one case noted to have an image of lesser quality, the
consultant rendered a diagnosis which was concordant with the final interpretation while the host
pathologist's diagnosis was discordant with the final interpretation.

CONCLUSIONS
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Telepathology has grown tremendously over the last nearly 30 years, and the technology has continue
improve to a level in which we use it in daily clinical practice. The centralization of pathology groups
away from the hospital setting has created not just an interest, but a need for a remote means of
diagnosis.[7] In some institutions, a pathologist is not present in the cutting room, let alone the hospita
and the slides are prepared by a pathology assistant.[8] The urgent nature of the intraoperative consult
requires an efficient approach to obtaining a second opinion if it is needed. Thus, telepathology is an
attractive option.[9]
The clinical expertise of the thoracic pathologist, as well as familiarity with the telepathology technolo
contributed to the outcomes in this study. One large study showed a concordance of clinically importa
diagnoses between telepathology and light microscopy in 99.7% of cases (2138/2144).[10] A
meta-analysis of more than 1290 cases showed a diagnostic accuracy of 0.91 of the telepathological fr
section diagnosis versus 0.98 for the conventional frozen section.[11] Misdiagnoses on telepathology
be attributed to sampling error, selection of microscopic fields not representative of the lesion,
misinterpretation due to poor image quality, or misinterpretation not attributable to image quality.[11]
There are many variables to consider when using telepathology. The preparation of the slide is one of
most important. Frozen section slides are more difficult to interpret than slides prepared from formalin
fixed, paraffin embedded sections.[9] The slides are inherently laden with artifacts including air drying
shattering effect, rolling of the tissue, air bubbles, and thick sections, among others. Aspects of the
telepathology technology must be considered. Telepathology can be static, dynamic, or a combination
both. When using static or dynamic telepathology without robotic assistance, the referring pathologist
the responsibility to show the most representative fields of the slide, at various magnifications.[12,13]
Slide scanning technologies include robotic microscopy (RM) and virtual slide (VS) system. The RM
system is slower in terms of digitizing the image compared to the newer VS system which can rapidly
digitize histologic sections on glass slides.[7] In a study by Evans et al., diagnostic accuracy was repo
as 98% with both modalities, and none of their discrepant diagnoses had a clinical impact. They record
the length of slide review and found that pathologists required an average of 9.65 min to review a slid
RM and only 2.25 min for VS.[7] Wellnitz et al. noted that the time spent when using telepathology as
tool for primary diagnosis is greater than for the second opinion when using a remotely operated RM.
was largely attributed to the remote pathologist having to review nearly the entire slide.[14] We have n
implemented slide scanning systems at our institution.
Both the referring and remote pathologists practicing telepathology should be trained in telepathology
The technology must be user-friendly and be able to receive and transmit the image with high speed an
quality (i.e., color and resolution) with the ultimate goal of showing the remote pathologist an image
which is interpretable, and ideally as true to the physical slide as possible.[15] Image quality and the
ability to receive images depend on the computer hardware used and bandwidth of the telecommunica
link.[16,17] Standards for these operations have not been set as they have been in teleradiology, partly
because of the increased complexities for standardization compared with teleradiology.[18]
Distinguishing AIS versus invasive adenocarcinoma posed the greatest challenge for the host patholog
In five out of nine discordant cases, the host pathologist diagnosed the tumor as AIS while the consult
correctly identified invasive adenocarcinoma. While completion lobectomy is the current standard of c
for AIS, evidence shows that some patients may be treated with limited resection (wedge or
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segmentectomy).[19,20] As guidelines evolve, it may become imperative for pathologists to be able to
accurately distinguish the two entities.
While our institution has embraced telepathology, there is still a perception among some pathologists t
the technology is inferior to the live experience in terms of quality and ease of use.[7] Other barriers to
implementing the technology include cost and time constraints. In this study, we have shown that
telepathology is an excellent consultative tool in the frozen section diagnosis of challenging lung nodu
Learning to use this modality is imperative to the modern pathologist.
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Figure 1

Remote consultation. The host pathologist is responsible for showing the areas of interest to the consultant, at multip
magnifications. The quality of the transmitted image depends on multiple factors, starting with the preparation of the
slide. This screenshot shows the transmitted image as it appears on the desktop of the consultant pathologist
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Table 1

Discordant cases among host and consultant pathologists
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Figure 2

Adenocarcinoma. The distinction between adenocarcinoma and adenocarcinoma in situ was particularly challenging
the host pathologists in this study. This frozen section slide of adenocarcinoma was correctly interpreted as
adenocarcinoma by the consultant pathologist and as AIS by the host pathologist
Articles from Journal of Pathology Informatics are provided here courtesy of Medknow Publications
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